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Abstract: The lift-off characteristics of the triple flame within a diverging channel have been studied experimentally 
using a multi-slot burner. This burner can produce a lifted triple flame by controlling strictly the concentration 
gradient and the mean velocity. 

In this experiment, the triple flame was stabilized in lift-off condition within a diverging channel and lift-off 
heights, axial velocity variation, and some other characteristics of the triple flame were examined. It was also 
investigated that the effects of low concentration gradient and mean velocity change on the triple flame. Methane/air 
and propane/air flames for various mean velocities had similar trend; they had minimum lift-off height at a certain 
concentration gradient. This means that the propagation velocity of the flame becomes maximum at a certain 
concentration gradient. Flammable limit of premixed flame and the diffusion flame behind the premixed flame 
makes propagation velocity of triple flame fast in very low concentration gradient condition. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
The structure of the triple (or tribrachial) flame 

through the experiments on the flame propagation 
within a methane/air mixing layer was firstly found by 
Phillips[11]. And he reported that the concentration 
gradient makes the flame propagation velocity decrease. 
Recently the triple flame is extensively investigated 
because it plays a prominent part in the flame 
stabilization and the propagation of the turbulent flame.   

In a number of numerical and theoretical studies, the 
propagation velocity of triple flame was evaluated and 
the results were compared with experimental 
results[1~5,7~14]. Even though the local burning 
velocity at the triple point is close to the laminar 
burning velocity of the corresponding concentration, 
the propagation velocity of triple flame is much larger 
than the laminar burning velocity. It’s because the 
propagation velocity of triple flame is decided by the 
total flame not by local burning velocity. 

Kioni et al.[7,8] made a multi-slot burner that could 
control the concentration gradient explicitly and they 
stabilized the triple flame in lift-off condition. Their 
experiments showed that the flame propagation 
velocity increased slightly with the increment of the 
concentration gradient. It is in conflict with others’ 
results. Although their results could not be compared 
with others’ results straightly, they gave us an idea that 
there could be a turning point in the trend of the flame 
propagation velocity.  

In this paper, experiments were focused on the 
conditions of relatively small concentration gradients, 
and the lift-off characteristics of the triple flame were 
studied for both the methane/air flame and the 
propane/air flame.  

 

2. Experimentation 
 
Concentration gradient and mean velocity are 

important parameters to affect the lift-off 
characteristics of a triple flame. Due to requiring to 
control uniform velocity and linear concentration 
gradient, we used a multi-slot burner and 30 flow rate 
controllers. 

Figure 1 shows the burner which consists of a multi-
slot for mixture, a honeycomb to confirm uniform flow, 
and a contraction nozzle, 1/6 cross-sectional area ratio. 
The multi-slot comprises 14 slots for mixture and 
additional two slots for side nitrogen to insulate the 
flame from ambient air. Each slot for mixture has a 
cross-sectional area of 10.5 mm × 80 mm and 400 
mm length. A part of each slot was divided again by a 
thin wall, 0.5 mm thick, to confirm uniform flow.  

The inlet of the test section which connected multi-
slot burner has a cross-sectional area of 50 mm × 40 
mm. The test section over the burner is a slightly 
diverging channel as shown in Fig. 1. The diverging 
angle of the channel was set 3.5° degree, which was 
same to the angle of the burner of Kioni et al[7,8].  

Flow rate and fuel concentration of each slot were 
calibrated with bubble meters, and more than 30 sets of 
orifice, manometer, and needle valve were used. Each 
slot has a mixing chamber and a particle generator. 
Methane(purity over 99.95%) and propane(purity over 
98%) were used. 

Experimental coordinates were defined at the inlet to 
the test section: x in flow direction, y in the direction of 
the concentration gradient, z in depth direction.  

In this study, mean velocity (Vm) and concentration 
gradient (∇YF=dYF/dy) were used as experimental 
variables. The mean velocity was defined as the flow 
rate divided by the cross-sectional area of the inlet and 



the concentration gradient was defined as the 
inclination of the mass fraction of the fuel in y direction.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus 
and coordinates 
 
Velocity of cold flow at the inlet of the diverging 

channel was measured by a hot-wire anemometer. Fuel 
concentration distribution at the same location was 
measured by mass spectroscopy(HIDEN HPR20) for 
methane and Rayleigh scattering method used Nd:Yag 
laser(500mJ, 532nm) and ICCD(PIMAX 512) for 
propane. The uniform velocity distribution and the 
linear concentration gradient distribution were 
confirmed at the inlet of the diverging channel[6]. It’s 
because both the velocity and the concentration 
gradient are strongly regulated by the multi-slot burner. 

Particle image velocimetry(PIV) was used to 
measure velocity distribution. A double pulse Nd:Yag 
laser was used as the light source. A cylindrical lens 
(f=50 mm) and a convex lens (f=500 mm) were used to 
make a planar laser sheet. Laser pulse interval was 
from 100 to 200 sµ , and a CCD camera (Kodak 
1024×1024 pixel) synchronized with the pulse signal 
was used to take two sequential particle images. A band 
pass filter of 532 nm (FWHM 10 nm) was installed to 
exclude flame luminosity. 

For laser-induced fluorescence(LIF) of OH radical, 
the laser pulse was generated by a second harmonic 
Nd:YAG laser, and a pumped dye laser with frequency-
doubler was tuned to 283.0 nm to excite the Q16 line of 
the A2∑+ X2∏+ transition with pulse energy of 12 mJ. 
The ICCD camera was equipped with an UG-11 and a 
WG-305 filter. 

 
3. Result and discussion 

 
Flame propagates upstream and flashes back when 

propagation velocity is faster than input velocity of 
mixture. As input velocity of mixture gets faster, flame 

propagates downstream and blows out. There exists a 
stable lifted flame within a diverging channel between 
these limit input velocity. 
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Fig. 2 Direct photography of (a) methane/air 
(Vm=102.5 cm/s) and (b) propane/air (Vm=120 cm/s) 
flame for the various concentration gradient  
 
When the concentration gradient increases, the 

flame shapes and the location varied. Figure 2 (a) and 
(b) show the variation of the flame shapes and locations 
of methane(Vm=102.5 cm/s) and propane flames 
(Vm=120 cm/s), respectively. In these pictures, right 
side of the diffusion flame is in fuel rich condition and 
the left side is in fuel lean condition. The width of the 
triple flame decreases with the concentration gradient 
because flammable ranges get narrower. Moreover, the 
location of the flame front moved upstream and then 
moved downstream when the concentration gradient 
increases.  

Compared with the previous results of open jet 
flame, without the channel, variation of the location 
was much larger[6]. The first reason is that the 
enveloped channel prevented the disturbance by 
entraining ambient air. The second is that forced 
distribution of velocity and concentration gradient 
governed the flame stabilization. 

Lift-off height of the triple flame was measured for 
various mean velocities with the concentration gradient 
for methane and propane. Lift-off height was defined as 
vertical distance from the inlet of the channel to the 
base of the triple flame. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the 
lift-off height of methane and propane flames, 
respectively.  

In both cases, flame location moved downstream 
regardless of the concentration gradient as the mean 
velocity increased. And methane and propane flames 
for various mean velocities had similar trend; they had 
minimum lift-off height at a certain concentration 
gradient (∇YF ~ 0.00598 for methane, ~ 0.00899 for 
propane). When the concentration gradient increases 



with constant mean velocity, lift-off height decreased 
rapidly until it reached the minimum height. And then it 
increased gradually till the flame was blown out.  

 

 
Figure 4 shows the velocity variation in axial 

direction when a triple flame remains stationary within 
the channel. Three concentration gradients, ∇YF = 
0.00383, 0.01055, and 0.01601, respectively, were 
examined for propane at Vm = 120 cm/s. Velocity 
variation also shows that the existence of the flame 
makes the velocity field redirect. However, the 
upstream velocity from the flame front is little affected 
by the flame. This fact implies that the slight angle of 
the channel verifies small deviation of mean velocity. 
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Fig. 4 Axial velocity variation for propane/air flame 
(Vm=120cm/s) 

When the concentration gradient increased, the axial 
velocity of burnt gas decreased. The quite increase of 
burnt gas velocity in ∇YF = 0.00383 case is thought to 
be caused by increase of burning rate. In this case, 
burning rate per volume is larger because flammable 
range is wider than other cases. 
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Fig. 3 The lift-off height of (a) methane/air and (b) 
propane/air flames 

 

Fig. 5 Propagation velocity of the triple flame for (a) 
methane/air and (b) propane/air 

Ideally the mean velocity and the concentration 
gradient are inversely proportional to the distance from 
the inlet of the channel. The reason is that the cross-
sectional area broadens according to increasing the 
distance from the inlet of the channel. Although these 
values are not exact, they can qualitatively represent 
the velocity field and the concentration field.  

A flame located closer to the inlet of the channel can 
be stabilized at the condition of a large flow rate. This 
implies that lift-off height concerns propagation 
velocity of the triple flame. Figure 5 shows the 
propagation velocity of triple flame to use the 
simplified velocity field and the concentration field 
according to lift-off height. And it was agreed that this 
approach can depict the trends of the propagation 
velocity of triple flame with the concentration gradient. 

The volume expansion by the reaction at the 
diffusion branch with the concentration gradient causes 
the existence of the maximum propagation velocity of 
triple flame. 

To prove the effect of diffusion flame on 
propagation velocity, the intensity of OH radical was 
measured. Figure 6 shows OH radical distribution of 



triple flames with different concentration gradients. All 
images have maximum intensity of OH signal at the 
left side of the lowest flame front. OH generation is 
most active at a stoichiometric condition, while the 
laminar burning velocity of methane or propane has 
maximum values at a little rich side of the 
stoichiometric condition[15]. 
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Fig. 6 OH radical distribution according to the 
concentration gradient for propane/air 
(Vm=120cm/s) 
 
In the OH radical images, the diffusion branch was 

not observed behind the premixed flames in very small 
concentration gradient condition. But the diffusion 
branch becomes prominent as the concentration 
gradient increases. The OH intensity in axial direction 
will be affected by the additional reaction in the 
diffusion flame branch. Enrichment of OH radical in 
small concentration gradient causes additional volume 
expansion at the diffusion branch. This brings the 
propagation velocity to increase slightly. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
The lift-off triple flame could be stabilized with the 

multi-slot burner which can control the concentration 
gradient more strictly. The lift-off heights of the triple 
flames for methane/air and propane/air were measured.  
Methane/air and propane/air flames for various mean 
velocities had similar trend; they had minimum lift-off 
height at a certain concentration gradient. In other 
words, the lift-off height starts to decrease till it reaches 
minimum and then increases according to increasing 
the concentration gradient. The additional volume 
expansion by the diffusion flame near the flame front 
brought the propagation velocity to increase slightly. 
There exists this critical concentration gradient, which 
makes the propagation velocity maximum. 
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